
SARCC “PERFECT RIDE” HARROGATE 11 July 2021 

 

 

 

9.00am Sky is clear. Temp 12C Very little wind. 17 Intrepid riders assemble to commence the ride at 

the Harrogate Tennis Courts.  

E Bikers - Ros, Peter, Lee, Steve, Clive, Bruno 

Non E Bikers - Kevin B, Kevin D, Don, Jane, Jo, Greg, Richard M, Roger, Sven, and Guests Derek and 

Richard. 

 

Large local turnout at Harrogate to view the start!! 

 

 

 

Bruno provides first humour of the day as we watch him try to sort his carrier which had a broken 

stem near a joining bracket. Its always less stressful when its someone else’s bike!!! To his credit he 

did a great job in resurrecting his mount and only a minor delay eventuated. 

Nearly on time and we depart almost like a fearful procession along the main street  heading north 

towards Mt Torrens. About 4km in and guest Richard decides to opt out and Kevin D kindly 

accompanies him back to Harrogate. The climbs towards Mt Torrens are challenging but the group is 

fresh so no problems here. Scenery is pretty and farmlands looking healthy due to winter rains.  

 

 



 

We await as a group near Mt Torrens for Kevin D to catch up. (Courtesy Richard M) 

 

 

The next section of the ride was about 20 km of flatish hard gravel with a tailwind and mades for 

great riding. Vistas to the horizon abounded and the landscape alters slightly as we progress with 

more rocky outcrops emerging.  We rode this section quite quickly to make up lost time as I was 

concerned the weather forecast of rain in the Rockleigh - Harrogate region at around 3.00 pm might 

occur.  

 

 

Greg viewing local Flora and Fauna! 



 

 

View near Rockleigh 

Lunch was taken at the restored Rockleigh old school house surrounds. 

And there disaster strikes! Ros has sat on a tree stump for lunch and her brand new trousers have 

attracted tree sap at the most inopportune of locations.  We wish her all the best in her attempts to 

remediate this issue.  

  

  

Old Rockleigh School House and views at Lunch (Courtesy Kevin D) 



 

About to depart after lunch near old school house (Courtesy Richard M) 

 

 

After lunch we entered an area highlighted with native pines, waterways (mostly still dry), small 

valleys with delightful landscapes. One highlight was a big downhill run on asphalt providing huge 

views. This however did put us back into low lying land and the climbing recommenced in earnest. 

There was just the slightest twinkle of rain.  

 

Views near Rockleigh 



 
Another vista near Range Road Rockleigh 

 

We head into Harrogate along undulating roads with lovely farmland either side. The final section is 

a downhill run along road works and then into the township. Upon reaching our cars Richard M is 

quizzed by the 2 young locals as to his age. It transpires he is substantially older than their Grand 

Parents.  

 

Heading towards Harrogate (Courtesy Richard M) 

 

 

 



Thanks to Don and Richard for keeping an eye on our trip progress using their navigational skills to 

make up for the amateur ride leader’s shortcomings. Thanks also to Kevin B for undertaking Tail-end 

Charlie duties for the ride. 

A short delightful debrief held at Woodside Hotel confirmed Richard M has a very low knowledge of 

English Geography!! 

Ride takeaways: 

1. My preparatory drive of the ride showed the elevations to be 900M over around 62km 

according to Ride with GPS but the post ride actuals provided by different rider apps 

indicated approximately 1300M which is a lot and also a large variation to forecast. This 

makes it challenging on non-ebikers. 

2. Hill climbing skills of Don, Richard, Jo, Jane, Kevin D, Kevin B, Greg and Roger continue to 

amaze. 

3. Very little vehicular traffic was great. 

4. We were very fortunate with the weather as the ride would have been even tougher 

otherwise. The forecasted rain at Harrogate mid-afternoon did not eventuate. 

I hope everyone had an enjoyable day. Thanks to all in the group for their patience with the 

inexperienced ride leader!!!  

Sven H., 12 July 2021 

 

 

 


